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He and his wife are the Tom and Gisele of classical music.

His office is just a box to stand on: no walls, no doors, not even a chair. But when
he’s done with his work on the podium, thousands of people rise up and cheer.

The life of Andris Nelsons is a heady experience. Famous? He’s that. Venerable
organizations in Vienna, Leipzig, London and Boston eagerly vie for his time. He
travels with a posse of hundreds, and performs in America, Europe and Asia. He
makes millions.

He and his wife, soprano Kristine Opolais, have it even better than Tom and
Gisele. Sometimes they work together. No 9 p.m. bedtime for these two. And
likely no avocado ice cream either.

A year with the Boston Symphony Orchestra maestro includes industry awards,
tours all over the globe, recordings of all kinds and concerts. Lots of concerts.
Toss in some photo shoots, first pitches at Fenway Park, a rogue appearance as a
trumpeter, and some toe-stubbing remarks about sexual harassment, and it will
come as no surprise that our arms-akimbo maestro and his family will spend the
holidays far away from it all, at his home in beloved Latvia. Give the guy a rest.

Nelsons & Opolais ENG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atNghu3YHV0


Nelsons’ 2017 began typically enough, with concerts in England and in
Dortmund, Germany — where he is artist-in-residence — and then in Boston.
But a February announcement that his second Shostakovich recording on
Deutsche Grammophon won a Grammy Award — just as last year’s initial
recording did — soon added another layer of gilt to the conductor’s recording
trophies.

If the record industry is dead, someone forgot to tell Nelsons. Deutsche
Grammophon has him recording all the Shostakovich symphonies with the BSO.
All the Beethoven symphonies with the Vienna Philharmonic. All the Bruckner
symphonies with the Gewandhaus Orchestra. That’s about three dozen
symphonies, if you’re counting.

The BSO has released Nelsons’ live performances of all the Brahms symphonies
on its own label as well. Toss in the Strauss wind music (with Alexi Ogrintchouk
and the Royal Concertgebouw, on BIS), piano concertos with Stephen Hough and
the City of Birmingham Symphony on Hyperion, and some Puccini with Opolais
on Orfeo — not to mention his inclusion on the $200 BSO box set, released just
in time for your holiday shopping pleasure — and Nelsons might be
singlehandedly keeping the classical music recording industry alive.

If the record industry is dead, someone
forgot to tell Nelsons.

His concerts this year with the BSO were uniformly interesting. Some were



phenomenal: A February world premiere — Gubaidulina’s Triple Concerto.
Opening night at Tanglewood — conducting Mahler’s “Resurrection.” Opening
night at Symphony Hall, in an all-Bernstein program. Bruckner 4, and the
second Prokofiev violin concerto (with Leonidas Kavakos) during Thanksgiving
week.

Nelsons led the BSO to Carnegie Hall, then Toronto and Montreal, in March, and
later to Japan in November. He took the Vienna Philharmonic to China in
October, after a short swing around Europe. The Asian tours — after China with
Vienna, Nelsons stayed there till the BSO came to Japan — were filled with public
appearances, open rehearsals, and high profile meetings. Nelsons seemed to
relish building a another adoring audience.

Andris Nelsons and the Boston Symphony Orchestra, along with BSO Principal Harp
Jessica Zhou and BSO Principal Flute Elizabeth Rowe, performed an open rehearsal
for school children at Suntory Hall during the orchestra's Japan tour earlier this
month. Here is a clip from the event.
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Toss in podium appearances with his old City of Birmingham Orchestra,
London’s Philharmonia Orchestra, Munich’s Bavarian State Opera, the
Tanglewood Festival Orchestra, and somewhere around a thousand professional
musicians have added “worked under Andris Nelsons” to their resumes.

For fun Nelsons threw out the first pitch at Fenway Park (a mile over the head of
Jackie Bradley Jr.), took the BSO to Franklin Park for an outdoor adventure and
played trumpet from the back of the stage at Tanglewood. Here’s his solo,
performing “Malice Toward None,” from John Williams’ soundtrack to “Lincoln”
(Williams conducting).

It wasn’t all applause for Nelsons in 2017. For someone who presumably can
hear if the back desk in the viola section sounds sharp or flat, Nelsons’ remarks
in November on Boston Public Radio, in the midst of swirling sexual abuse
stories, were stunningly tone-deaf.

He seemed to sweep aside the possibility of abuse in the classical music field,

Andris Nelsons about Bruckner and The Question Of Death

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lrCFhORAak


with the notion that allegations were “artificially exaggerated,” and that music
could make everyone a better human being. Those who know Nelsons attributed
his remarks either to his excessive optimism, and genuine enthusiasm for the
repertory, or to the language barrier — English being somewhere in the
secondary tier of his expertise, behind Latvian and Russian. The BSO quickly
clarified his position.

Those looking for irony in Nelsons’ remarks found it on the front pages only days
later. His predecessor at the BSO, James Levine, soon faced a blizzard of charges
stemming from incidents alleging his own sexual predation.

This wasn’t Nelsons’ only controversy of the season. He pulled out of a
Metropolitan Opera production of “Tosca” without any real explanation. This
“Tosca” was to feature Opolais in the title role — but she had pulled out too.
(More irony: he was replaced at first by Levine, who was later fired because of the
subsequent abuse accusations.)



But the accolades far outweighed the glitches. The Grammy in February was
followed by Musical America’s Artist of the Year award in the fall; the Bruckner
recording with Gewandhaus was given the Edison Klassiek Award; and the
Gewandhaus Orchestra announced his first season under Nelsons (to begin in
Feb. 2018).

It will mark a starry 275th anniversary for that orchestra, which has been led in
the past by the likes of Mendelssohn, Fürtwangler, Bruno Walter and Kurt Masur
and now will follow the baton of the 39-year-old Latvian. Coupled with his
ongoing directorship in Boston — extended through 2022 — the Gewandhaus
appointment means we’ll be sharing Nelsons with the world for quite some time.
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Opioid Epidemic Continues As Major Issue In 2017
Looking back on 2017, the opioid epidemic was again a major issue. And there were some
significant developments this year.
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A Look Back At Deadly Gang MS-13
The prosecution this year of more than 60 local members or associates of the international gang
MS-13 has shed light on how the gang, and a rival gang, operate. So...
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Mass. Employers Face New Health Care Assessments In 2018
The new year will bring with it mixed financial news for Massachusetts employers,
with $200 million in new health care assessments and unemployment insurance
rate relief both scheduled to take...
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Forecast: It's Cold, And It Will Stay Cold For Some Time
It's cold and it doesn't show any signs of warming up.
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'The Coolest Job In The World': Fenway's Organist Talks Music And Baseball
Josh Kantor has been playing the organ with the Red Sox for 15 years and more
than 1,200 baseball games.
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In 2018
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Year-ahead predictions often teem with hipsterish bloviation, writes Julie Wittes
Schlack. But in 2018, many trends-to-watch are grounded in real and potentially
profound developments.
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The Year That Was: Donald Dominates, #MeToo Materializes And Kim’s
Cantankerous
It was the year of the Donald – and Russia, shootings and sexual harassment,
writes Tom Keane. That and more from his round up of 2017.
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Jury Convicts 2 Men Of First-Degree Murder In 2014 Shooting Of Woman At
Dorchester Festival
Keith Williams, 21, and Wesson Colas, 25, stood trial in the death of 26-year-old
Dawnn Jaffier, who was fatally shot in the head as she stood along a parade
route...
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Federal Judge Dismisses Shareholder Class Action Lawsuit Against MBTA
General Manager
The lawsuit, filed by shareholders of Global Power Equipment Group in May 2017,
alleged that Ramirez violated federal securities laws while he was CEO of the
Dallas-based company.

WBUR News Dec 28, 2017

Mass. Task Force Recommends Overhauling Arcane Alcohol Laws
The report contains recommendations that could mean higher booze prices from
higher excise taxes but could also end or amend some confusing and annoying
rules.
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